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Introduction 

!   MacDonald as grandfather of 
contemporary high fantasy 
literature 

!   One of the best-known and 
widely acclaimed mythmakers of 
the late 19th century 

!   Inspired Chesterton, Auden, 
Eliot, Tolkien, Lewis, and 
Williams 

!   Romantic theories of 
imagination influenced 
MacDonald’s construction of 
the redemptive imagination 



Life of a Victorian Mythmaker 
!   Familiar with pain, suffering, loss, 

sickness, poverty 

!   Influence of Romanticism shifts his 
theology from orthodox Calvinism to 
an idiosyncratic heterodoxy 

!   Natural philosophy, medical interests 

!   English and German Romanticism 

!   Coleridge’s definition of imagination 
and fancy 

!   Integrating science, theology, and 
religious faith 

!   From pastoring a church to 
imaginative fiction as a literary pulpit 



More Than Mere Escapism 

!   Avoiding mere escapism 

!   Reading fantasy as escape into 
fairy so as to transform the self 
and the real 

!   Transfiguring fantasy 

!   Fantasy, mythmaking, and 
discovering truth through 
imaginative engagement 

!   Transforming reality with 
mythopoeic discovery of 
ultimate truth 



Metafiction and Mythopoeic 
Spiritual Renewal  

!   Key truth explored in Phantastes: 
nature of selfless, sacrificial love 

!   MacDonald uses metafiction to 
engage and quicken the redemptive 
imagination 

!   Cosmo narrative: in center of the 
novel, we read about Anodos 
reading fantasy texts that mirror his 
own adventures in Fairy Land 

!   Transformation of Cosmo informs 
Anodos’s eventual transformation 
and cues the reader’s own renewal 



Conclusion: The Significance of 
Mythopoeic Reading 

 !   Mythopoeic literature became 
MacDonald’s pulpit to share his 
theological insights, views on the 
moral law, and understanding of 
God’s love 

!   For MacDonald the Romantic 
imagination was redemptive: 
processing religious truth and 
revealing sacramental elements in 
nature 

!   A Victorian prophet with much to 
say to contemporary readers 
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